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ABSRACT 

This report is to make the applications about transferring the real-world images to the 

cartoon style image based on the CartoonGAN [1]. This is a valuable and useful 

project on the computer vision and machine learning. CartoonGAN [1] purposed the 

Generative adversarial networks to train the model of the cartoon style and real-world. 

And it also purposed two loss function to transfer. 

Our project mainly focuses on improving the model which is lighter and faster than 

the model of the CartoonGAN [1] under the condition of not influencing the 

transferring effect. And do the testing each time finish the coding to check whether 

the error occurs or not and the effect after the new function. The CartoonGAN [1] 

purposed the regression testing to ensure system normally run and we use the white 

box testing to check the applications.  

This project is to save the time of the artist, and to purpose a platform for people who 

don’t have the drawing skill but want their own cartoon images. 

By this project we can study about Computer vision, Generative adversarial networks 

(GAN), Neural style transfer (NST) and Machine learning (ML). 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

Cartoon is a common art form and have the wide range of application which is from 

reading material and advertising to the film and television works, from the children’s 

film to the animation of all ages. Cartoon also has many art styles and previous 

cartoon productions usually show productors strong and individually unique art style 

by hand-made, but it leads to spend too much time and be strenuous. Therefore, it 

becomes a good way to automatically making the true-life images cartoonish.  

In order to imitate the art style better, the image-to-image transformation which 

transforms the inputting images by applying the learning style image to the inputting 

images becomes the main way to achieve the high-level style transfer to obtain high-

quality and more-detail cartoon images.  

Generative adversarial network (GAN) is a learning-based technique about the 

machine learning to output the same data by learning the training data set and it is a 

good chance to be the frameworks of image-to-image transformation. 

1.2 Objective 

For this project, we propose to make a images cartoon transformation which is a GAN 

that can upload the true-life photo image to transform images be cartoon-style.  

We propose to deal with the change of applying style and improve the effect by loss 

functions and training the unpaired image sets about the image-to-image style transfer 

and keep edges clear by an edge-promoting adversarial loss.  

Therefore, the objective of the project to achieve the methods based on CartoonGAN 

[1] and refer the AnimeGAN [17] to get the lighter and faster model with more all-

sided dataset and to achieve one web of image cartoonizer. And we propose to 

compare between CycleGAN [2] and CartoonGAN [1]. For the artists, automatic 

image cartoonizer can save more time to have more direction of thinking and creation. 

And it also reduces the level of entry to design their cartoon images and easily get 

themselves animations. 

1.3 Challenges 

In this project, I mainly focus on the preparation, information searching and testing. 

This part shows the challenges faced for us. 

1.3.1  setup environment 

The first challenge is to setup the environment. Setup the environment is important to 

run and is the first step of this project. If error setup the environment, it will make the 

program not running or appearing error.  

The five things are necessary to have in the environment to run the project code: 

python 3.6, TensorFlow 2.0 Alpha, tqdm, imageio, tb-nightly. 
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The first one it should be noted is that it must use python 3.6 because TensorFlow 2.0 

Alpha and tb-nightly-2.0 just only can build for python 3.6. And it is necessary to 

check the system is 64-bit or not because TensorFlow is not supported on 32-bit 

system. The second point need to pay attention is that about the difference of 

environment management of the windows system, the macOS system and the linux 

system. The macOS system and linux system will be easy because they can use the 

commands to run the configuration file (YAML) using Conda to install all the 

packages. Different from the macOS system and linux system, Windows system 

needs to separately configure the environment not using the configuration file. 

I lack understanding of the TensorFlow and tb-nightly, and then it leads to face the 

challenge of setup the environment. 

1.3.2  testing 

The second challenge is testing the program. The objective of testing is check if the 

bugs occur in the code or not and to find the solution to solve the bugs. 

It is important to understand the testing rules and objectives finding the bugs in the 

program, ensure the program has high efficiency and check the results meet the 

expectation or not. Therefore, for me, testing is a challenge because it needs the all-

sided understanding of the code and the objectives of the projects. 
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 

Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) 

The key words of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [15] are blurry by removing 

some detail and emphasis by highlighting some detail to make true-life frames 

abstract. According to different cartoon style, the detail which need to remove and 

highlight also are different. 

Many NPR techniques like cel shading and Gooch shading have been developed to 

use in the films, the games and software. For 3D images, cel shading make the frames 

cartoon by the simple dispose of shadows and smooth level of edge to get the color 

blocks of the shadows and the highlights. It is frequently used of games and films. For 

2D images, the direction of this report studied is more difficult and more challenging 

by inputting the true-life photo to make them cartoon.  

Many effects have been acquired by using the NPR techniques such as screen-space 

effects and object-space effects. And many methods have been developed from 

nonautomation to automation to reduce the user interaction by setting the arithmetic 

based on 2D Texture. However, using simple formula just uniformly transforms 

images which look like impressionism and simple art style and it is difficult to obtain 

images of high-level art style. So, it is difficult of NPR techniques to dispose all 

image of different style and it spends more time and is strenuous to develop the 

unique NPR algorithms for each different art styles. 

Stylization with neural networks 

Convolution neural network (CNN) [13] is common and useful for the class of Deep 

neural networks to process the visual image and problems.  Image style transfer also 

can be considered as a texture transfer and image style transfer have been developed 

based on CNN to replace the unique NPR algorithms for each style which spend the 

energy while developing. 

The Neural network method (NST) have been proposed to transform the style from 

the art style image desired to the image which need to transfer based on CNN. It has 

the good effect to automatically transfer each art style, but NST mainly deals with the 

transfer objects similarity between the art style image desired and the image which 

need to transfer. If have different number of objects or not similarity, it may transfer 

the error regions and obtain the error research results. This condition is more serious 

to Cartoon style image transfer. 

To improve the Cartoon style image transfer and reproduce relatively correct results 

in the side of edge and shading, it has been developed that a deep learning method 

which keep the affinity of the meaningful dense between cartoon sample style image 

and the true-life image and one classifier to classify the images cartoon or not by 

training based on CNN.  
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CHAPTER 3. PROJECT EXECUTION SCHEDULE 

The schedule of the project execution and my contribution which is the progress bar 

of red highlight is as follow: 

 

Figure 1: Whole project execution schedule. 

 

Figure 2: The title and time of the project execution schedule. 
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Figure 3: The highlight part of progress bar 

In this project, my contributions have two parts:  

• Searching for the information  

• Testing. 

My programming capability is relatively weak, so I mainly am responsible for 

searching for the information and acknowledge about the image cartoonizer and 

testing the program of the project. 
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CHAPTER 4. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION 

For our project, we produced a website programming which can produce cartoon style 

images online, a mobile app which can run in the mobile phone, and a PC app 

programming which can run in the local environment without internet.  

For the cartoon style model, it has four kinds of style allowed to select: Shinkai, 

Hayao, Hosoda and Paprika. The Shinkai style is the style from the Japanese animator 

Makoto Shinkai who directs anime film “your name”. The hayao style is the style 

from the Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki who directs anime film “Spirited Away”. 

The Paprika style is the style from the Japanese animator who directs anime film 

“Paprika”. 

For the website, the ip address of the website is http://8.134.118.98/. This web 

programming includes three functions: uploading the images, selecting the images 

style model, and downloading the transferring images. In the interface of the website, 

it also showed the example of image running using the default style model when 

opening the website. After uploading the images, the website will automatically 

transfer the real-world image to the cartoon image after some time. The overview of 

our website interface is as follows: 

 

Figure 4: Overview of our website. 

For the PC app, there are more two functions than the website: the mode selection and 

the progress bar of transferring. Different modes depend on the operation system and 

whether GPU is available: the CPU mode for the operation system without nvidia gpu, 

the GPU mode for the operation system with nvidia gpu. After clicking on the 

http://8.134.118.98/
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‘Transfer Image’ button, user can know the progress of the transferring image by the 

progress bar. The overview of our PC app interface is as follows: 

 

Figure 5:The overview of our PC app. 

For the mobile app, it can use the mobile phone camera and the photo of mobile 

phone. There are three model to select: normal, float point 16, and UInt 8. After 

selecting the image, the app will automatically transfer the real-world image. But this 

mobile app just can use in the Android system now. The overview of our mobile app 

interface is as follows: 

 

Figure 6: The overview of our mobile app. 
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Some result after the model is as follows: 

 

Figure 7: Some performance of our model 
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CHAPTER 5. SOFTWARE DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

5.1 GAN architecture 

CartoonGAN [1] designed the generator network and discriminator network to 

constitute a GAN framework. The generator G can get the output which sucker the 

discriminator by training. The discriminator D can classify the image is real-world or 

compound. In the base on the CartoonGAN [1], we make a better generator which is 

lighter and faster than CartoonGAN [1]. 

The generator G of the CartoonGAN [1] transform the manifold of the real-world 

image to the manifold of cartoon and produces the cartoon image by training model. 

In the CartoonGAN [1], the generator G has a specific route through some layers 

beginning in a flat convolution stage. Following the flat convolution stage, and then 

though normalization layer, LReLU [7] which is Leaky ReLU, two down-convolution 

blocks which deal with the real-world image to get the useful signs and then 8 

residual blocks and last a convolution stage which have a 7 x 7 kernels. The 

discriminator network also begins in a flat convolution stage. Following by the flat 

convolution stage, though LReLU [7] that uses α = 0.2 after normalization layer, 2 

down-convolutional blocks, 1 feature construction block, and last a convolution stage 

which have a 7 x 7 kernels. 

In order to make the generator G lighter and faster, in the down-convolution blocks 

we don’t use 4 layers and just use 2 convolution layers and use different generators 

like the figure 7 to make the model less memory and faster getting result than the 

CartoonGAN [1].  

The overview of the generator G network and the discriminator D network are as 

follows: 
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Figure 8:Model Architecture with generator and discriminator. in which k is the kernel size, n is the 

number of feature maps and s is the stride in each convolutional layer, ‘norm’ indicates a 

normalization layer. 

The overview of the lighter version of the generator for the architectures of Down-

Conv block and Residual block is as follows: 

 

Figure 9:The framework of Down-Conv block and Residual block. The ⊕ means the element-wise 

addition which called concat. 
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5.2 Function 

Three loss function which are important in the CartoonGAN [1] are as follows: 

 

Function (1) is adversarial loss function, function (2)  is content loss 

function and function (3) is the whole loss function which consists of function 

 and function . CartoonGAN [1] proposed to set   = 10 which 

balance two loss function to have the good result. 

Cartoon images have one important feature: clear and definite edges. For the 

adversarial loss function , CartoonGAN [1]found those edges in the whole 

image is insufficient and if the transfer image with not-clear edges and clear shading, 

the discriminator is possible to have a standard loss. In order to deal with this problem, 

CartoonGAN [1] proposed automatically output a set of images 

 though removing the clear edge  from the 

training cartoon images  . E it means to extend the edge regions, which 

gets by using the canny edge detector and then apply a Gaussian smoothing in those 

edge regions for each image  . The images which the generator output , 

the cartoon image without the clear edge and the training cartoon images used to 

define the edge-promoting adversarial loss. 

For the content loss function , CartoonGAN [1] proposed to the high-

quality feature maps in the VGG network [16] which is pre-trained by [17] to keep the 

semantic content of the input images without changing to the output cartoon images.  
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CHAPTER 6. IMPLEMENTATION NARRATIVE AND 

DESCRIPTION 

6.1 Data 

In this project, we have two types of datasets: one is the set of the real-world images 

which use for training and testing, and another is the set of the cartoon images which 

use for training style model.  

For the dataset of the real-world images, there are 6,656 images using for training and 

testing.  

For the datasets of the cartoon images, there are different kinds of cartoon style 

images for training because we proposed three kinds of cartoon style from different 

artists allowed to choose. In the chapter 4, we showed four kinds of cartoon style 

which are Shinkai, Hayao, Hosoda and Paprika to choose. The Shinkai style model is 

trained using 1580 images which is from the anime film “your name”. The Hayao 

style model is trained using 1673 images which is from the anime film “Spirited 

Away”. The Paprika style is trained using 1803 images which is from the anime film 

“Paprika”.  

6.2 Coding 

TensorFlow ecosystem is comprehensive, flexible and it also has tools, libraries and 

community resources and it is easy to use the TensorFlow to build and train the 

models of machine learning. 

In our project, we use the TensorFlow and Python language to do the code of model 

training and saving, and the code of the PC GUI and website programming is 

produced using TensorFlow.js and the Yarn framework using JavaScript and HTML 

language. 

6.3 Model Inferencing 

If we want to test and evaluate our models’ performance, we must inference the 

models which my groupmate Justin has trained to generate some result images. 

Because we have trained three different types of models, we must inference all of 

them which are: the pretrained weights and, trained checkpoint and SavedModel 

format. So here are some codes implement by be to do the model inferencing: 

For inferencing with trained checkpoint 

def main(aim_dir, dir_path, output_path, fast=False): 

    remark_book = get_logger("load") 

    remark_book.info(f"producing result from {dir_path}") 

    try: 

        generator_network = Generator(fast=fast) 

        generator_network.load_weights(tf.train.latest_checkpoint(aim_dir)) 

    except ValueError as e: 

        remark_book.error(e) 

        remark_book.error("Failed to load the pretrained weight.") 

        remark_book.error("Please only add --fast when you want to generate a 

lighter and faster model") 
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        exit(1) 

    result = np.array(Image.open(dir_path).convert("RGB")) 

    result = np.expand_dims(result, 0).astype(np.uint8) / 126.5 

     

    if output_path != "" and not os.path.isdir(output_path): 

        os.makedirs(output_path) 

    if output_path == "": 

        output_path = "." 

    out_dir = os.path.join(output_path, os.path.split(dir_path)[1]) 

    imwrite(out_dir, result) 

remark_book.info(f"results are saved to {output_path}") 

 

For inferencing with trained SavedModel: 

def main(aim_dir, dir_path, output_path, fast=False): 

    remark_book = get_logger("load") 

    remark_book.info(f"producing result from {dir_path}") 

    model = tf.saved_model.load(aim_dir) 

    sign = model.signatures["Justin's model"] 

    result = np.array(Image.open(dir_path).convert("RGB")) 

    result = np.expand_dims(result, 0).astype(np.uint8) / 126.5 

    result = sign(tf.constant(result))['result_1'] 

    if output_path != "" and not os.path.isdir(output_path): 

        os.makedirs(output_path) 

    if output_path == "": 

        output_path = "." 

    out_dir = os.path.join(output_path, os.path.split(dir_path)[1]) 

    imwrite(out_dir, result) 

remark_book.info(f"results are saved to {output_path}") 

 

For inferencing with npy pretrained weights: 

PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR = os.path.join( 

    os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__)), "pretrained_weights") 

 

 

 

 

def conv_layer(style, name, filters, kernel_size, strides=(1, 1), bias=True): 

    init_weight = np.load(f"{PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR}/{style}/{name}.weight.npy") 

    init_weight = np.transpose(init_weight, [2, 3, 1, 0]) 

    init_bias = np.load(f"{PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR}/{style}/{name}.bias.npy") 

 

    if bias: 

        bias_initializer = tf.keras.initializers.constant(init_bias) 

    else: 

        bias_initializer = "zeros" 

 

    layer = tf.keras.layers.Conv2D( 

        filters=filters, 

        kernel_size=kernel_size, 

        strides=strides, 

        kernel_initializer=tf.keras.initializers.constant(init_weight), 

        bias_initializer=bias_initializer 

    ) 

    return layer 

 

 

def instance_norm_layer(style, name, epsilon=1e-9): 

    init_beta = np.load(f"{PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR}/{style}/{name}.shift.npy") 

    init_gamma = np.load(f"{PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR}/{style}/{name}.scale.npy") 

 

    layer = InstanceNormalization( 

        axis=-1, 

        epsilon=epsilon, 

        beta_initializer=tf.keras.initializers.constant(init_beta), 

        gamma_initializer=tf.keras.initializers.constant(init_gamma) 

    ) 

    return layer 

 

 

def deconv_layers(style, name, filters, kernel_size, strides=(1, 1)): 
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    init_weight = np.load(f"{PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR}/{style}/{name}.weight.npy") 

    init_weight = np.transpose(init_weight, [2, 3, 1, 0]) 

    init_bias = np.load(f"{PRETRAINED_WEIGHT_DIR}/{style}/{name}.bias.npy") 

 

    layers = list() 

    layers.append(tf.keras.layers.Conv2DTranspose( 

        filters=filters, 

        kernel_size=kernel_size, 

        strides=strides, 

        kernel_initializer=tf.keras.initializers.constant(init_weight), 

        bias_initializer=tf.keras.initializers.constant(init_bias) 

    )) 

 

    layers.append(tf.keras.layers.Cropping2D(cropping=((1, 0), (1, 0)))) 

    return layers 

 

 

def load_model(style): 

    inputs = tf.keras.Input(shape=(None, None, 3)) 

 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(3, 3))(inputs) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(3, 3))(inputs) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "conv01_1", filters=64, kernel_size=7)(y) 

    y = instance_norm_layer(style, "in01_1")(y) 

    y = tf.keras.layers.Activation("relu")(y) 

 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "conv02_1", filters=128, kernel_size=3, strides=(2, 

2))(y) 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "conv02_2", filters=128, kernel_size=3, strides=(1, 

1))(y) 

    y = instance_norm_layer(style, "in02_1")(y) 

    y = tf.keras.layers.Activation("relu")(y) 

 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "conv03_1", filters=256, kernel_size=3, strides=(2, 

2))(y) 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "conv03_2", filters=256, kernel_size=3, strides=(1, 

1))(y) 

    y = instance_norm_layer(style, "in03_1")(y) 

 

    t_prev = tf.keras.layers.Activation("relu")(y) 

 

    for i in range(4, 12): 

        # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(t_prev) 

        y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(t_prev) 

        y = conv_layer(style, "conv%02d_1" % i, filters=256, kernel_size=3)(y) 

        y = instance_norm_layer(style, "in%02d_1" % i)(y) 

        y = tf.keras.layers.Activation("relu")(y) 

 

        t = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

        t = conv_layer(style, "conv%02d_2" % i, filters=256, kernel_size=3)(t) 

        t = instance_norm_layer(style, "in%02d_2" % i)(t) 

 

        t_prev = tf.keras.layers.Add()([t, t_prev]) 

 

        if i == 11: 

            y = t_prev 

 

    layers = deconv_layers(style, "deconv01_1", filters=128, kernel_size=3, 

strides=(2, 2)) 

    for layer in layers: 

        y = layer(y) 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "deconv01_2", filters=128, kernel_size=3)(y) 

    y = instance_norm_layer(style, "in12_1")(y) 

    y = tf.keras.layers.Activation("relu")(y) 

 

    layers = deconv_layers(style, "deconv02_1", filters=64, kernel_size=3, 

strides=(2, 2)) 
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    for layer in layers: 

        y = layer(y) 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(1, 1))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "deconv02_2", filters=64, kernel_size=3)(y) 

    y = instance_norm_layer(style, "in13_1")(y) 

    y = tf.keras.layers.Activation("relu")(y) 

 

    # y = tf.keras.layers.ZeroPadding2D(padding=(3, 3))(y) 

    y = ReflectionPadding2D(padding=(3, 3))(y) 

    y = conv_layer(style, "deconv03_1", filters=3, kernel_size=7)(y) 

    y = tf.keras.layers.Activation("tanh")(y) 

 

    model = tf.keras.Model(inputs=inputs, outputs=y) 

 

    return model 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    g = load_model(style="shinkai") 

    np.random.seed(9527) 

    nx = np.random.rand(1, 225, 225, 3).astype(np.float32) 

    out = g(nx) 

    tf_out = np.load("tf_out.npy") 

 

    diff = np.sqrt(np.mean((out - tf_out) ** 2)) 

    assert diff < 1e-6 

 

6.4 Testing 

For making sure what and where error comes out, we proposed the rules following 

when testing: 

1. do not combine the coding when have the new coding unless it passes all the 

debug testing. 

2. do the testing each time having the new coding and new functions. 

3. do the recording and do the reference for us to solve it when find the error 

each time testing. 

Under the premise of following the rules, we use the regression test [10] to ensure the 

system running well.  

The code of the “Logger.py” is as follows: 

def get_logger(name, logger_file=None, debug=False): 
 level = logging.DEBUG if debug else logging.INFO 
 logger = logging.getLogger(name) 
    formatter = logging.Formatter( 
        "[%(time)s] [%(name)s] [%(level)s] %(message)s", 
        "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S") 
    stdhandler = logging.StreamHandler(sys.stdout) 
    stdhandler.setFormatter(formatter) 
    logger.addHandler(stdhandler) 
    if log_file is not None: 
        filehandler = logging.StreamHandler(open(logger_file, "a")) 
        filehandler.setFormatter(formatter) 
        logger.addHandler(fhandler) 
    logger.propagate = False 
    logger.setLevel(lvl) 

return logger 
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“Logger.py” is a python script to report and record the debug results when testing. 

In order that we can easily find whether the bug occurs or not in the original code, we 

will test the code when we have done the programming of new function for regression 

testing [10]. If we want to find what the bug occurs to solve, we can reference the 

recording of the logger. 

Our testing mainly contains three parts: Testing for model training phase, testing for 

generated model’s performance, testing for the GUI performance. 

In order to make sure our models works well and the applications runs normally, we 

purposed a typical model of the traditional testing process [13] which showed in 

Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10： Software testing model 

By the testing for model training phase and testing for generated model’s performance, 

our system successfully generates two types of saving models: Checkpoint, 

SavedModel format.  

For the testing for the GUI performance, there are the GUI of website, PC app and 

mobile app need to test. We mainly use the white box testing to check whether the 

operation of different functions is normal or not. The main functions in our project are 

uploading the image, transferring the image, changing the cartoon style model, and 

saving the results. The simple flowgraph of the testing of the main functions for the 

GUI performance is as follows: 
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Figure 11: the simple flowgraph of the testing of the main functions for the GUI 

For the testing for the website, we also check whether the interface shows the 

example of image running using the default style model when opening the website 

and the images can be clicked on or not beside the main functions. When opening the 

website, the example image automatically run to transfer the default style image after 

a while. And the buttons ‘upload your image’ and ‘download’ also normally operate 

because it successfully input the image and then save the image. And the 4 kinds of 

cartoon style image can normally generate. The testing result shows in the Figure 12:  

the testing of the functions for the website. 
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Figure 12:  the testing of the functions for the website 

 

For the testing for the PC app, the functions we need to check beside the main 

functions are changing the mode and the operation of progress bar. When the 

beginning, the buttons ‘input image’ normally operate to let user select the inputting 

image in the computer. And it successfully transfers to cartoon style images selecting 

the different style model. After clicking on the button ‘Transfer Image’, the progress 

bar also has showed the progress of the transferring the image. When the progress bar 

is full, it has showed the sentence “transformation is done!” and successfully transfer 

the image. The button ‘save image’ also successfully operates to save the transferring 

image to the computer. The testing results show in the Figure 13 and the results about 

the testing four cartoon style models shows in the Figure 14. 
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Figure 13: the testing of the functions for the PC app 

 

Figure 14: the testing results of the 4 kinds of cartoon style for the PC app 
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For the testing for the mobile app, the functions we need to check beside the main 

functions are the operation of using the mobile phone camera and the photo of mobile 

phone. After clicking on the button ‘GET START’ to begin, the camera successfully 

opens and the photos of the mobile phone also successfully open when click on the 

icon of the photos. After taking the phone or selecting the image, the image 

successfully transfers to the cartoon style image. And when click on the icon of the 

saving, the cartoon style image successfully saves in the mobile phone. The testing 

result shows in the Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: the testing of the function for the mobile app 

And then, we designed some table about test cases which include the description, data, 

assumptions, test steps, goals and results. 

Table 1:the function of our PC application 

description testing the function of our PC application 

test data images which randomly search on the Internet 
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assumptions 

The operations successfully run: 

1) models 

2) PC application 

3) Input image 

test steps 

1) select cartoon style model. 

2) Button "Transfer" to transfer the real-world image. 

3) Compare the output image and the input image in the 
right hand. 

4) Button "Save" to download the image in the local file. 

5) Come back to the step 1 to select different cartoon style 
model, and then record the result until the results of all 4 
kinds of cartoon style model have output. 

goal 
1) The result cartoon images should have good quality.  

2) all the functions of the applications run normally. 

result 
Showed in the Figure 13 and Figure 14, the goal has been 
achieved.  

 

Table 2:the function of our website application 

description testing the function of our website application 

test data images which randomly search on the Internet 

assumptions 

The operations successfully run: 

1) models 

2) website applications 

3) the image which is in the website when open the web 

test steps 

1) select cartoon style model. 

2) Button "upload" to select the image to upload and after 
waiting. 
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3) Compare the output image and the input image in the 
center. 

4) Button "Save" to save the image in the local file. 

5) Come back to the step 1 to select different cartoon style 
model, and then record the result until the results of all 5 
kinds of cartoon style model have output. 

goal 
1) The result cartoon images should have good quality.  

2) all the functions of the applications run normally. 

result Showed in the Figure 12, the goal has been achieved. 

 

Table 3:the function of our mobile application 

description testing the function of our mobile application 

test data 
1) images in the photo of the phone 

2) the photos taken by the camera 

assumptions 

The operations successfully run: 

1) models 

2) mobile applications 

3) the camera 

4) the photos in the phone 

test steps 

1) select model. 

2) Button which can take the photos and button which can 
select the photos in the phone to input and transfer the 
real-world image. 

3) Compare the output image and the input image in the 
right hand. 

4) Button which is in the top right corner to save the image 
in the phone. 

5) Come back to the step 1 to select different cartoon style 
model, and then record the result until the results of all 
the cartoon style model have output. 
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goal 
1) The result cartoon images should have good quality.  

2) all the functions of the applications run normally. 

result Showed in the Figure 15, the goal has been achieved. 
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CHAPTER 7. SYSTEM QUALITY 

For this ‘Image Cartoonizer’ project, generating the ideal image accurately is one way 

to software quality was achieved. It becomes the key to evaluate the quality of the 

Generative Adversarial Network because of the significance of Generative 

Adversarial Network in our project and CartoonGAN [1]. For the evaluation, [13] 

showed one way of quantitative evaluation to evaluate the generator by observing the 

accuracy of the output cartoon images and the discriminator by observing the 

accuracy of the saving content of the original images. 

According to Figure 8 by comparing of the original images and the output images, our 

model also can generate the cartoon images and keep the content of the original 

images. 

In order to check that our model is lighter and faster running than CartoonGAN [1], 

we make a table to compare our model and CartoonGAN [1] about the model size and 

the inference time. The table about the comparation of our model and CartoonGAN [1] 

is as follows: 

Table 4: The model comparation 

Network Model Size Inference Time 

CartoonGAN 46.74M 51 ms per image 

Ours 16.41M 46 ms per image 
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CHAPTER 8. ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL 

CONDUCT 

By the discussion, this project has three potential problems about ethics and 

professional conduct. 

1) Datasets 

Our datasets are the sets of the screenshots from four different anime films by 4 

different Japanese animators. About the detail of the datasets, it shows in the 

Chapter 6.1. These four anime films have the commercial copyright and it may 

violated professional ethics on the ethics and professional conduct to use the 

screenshots which are copyrighted in the business.  

However, in this project, we have talked about where the datasets from. And we 

use it to train the model in this project rather than use in the business work. In 

order to avoid that the datasets are used in the business work for stranger, we 

make two protections to protect the datasets:  

• Only the Justin’s computer has the complete dataset, and the computer 

need two secret keys to open. 

• The zip file which has the complete dataset needs one password and one 

PGP encryption to open. 

Although this is not serious problem at this stage, we also will focus on this 

problem. 

2) Code 

In our project, some function which may be similar with other people is from the 

TensorFlow. We use the TensorFlow to make the models frameworks and some 

functions of the application. The TensorFlow platform is open-source and it give 

us to the right of using model structure and functions which is in the Tensor flow. 

About the detail of the code, it shows in the Chapter 6.2 . And we ensure the 

application development and implementation is by ourselves rather than use 

other people code. 

In order to avoid the problem about similar code such as using other people code, 

we have the meeting with our professor each mouth to talk about our problem 

and difficult and check the code to avoid using other people code. 

3) Other 

When the users use the application, the users do not need to input any themselves 

information. The input and the output images just will be seen in your localhost 

because our applications just run in the users’ localhost. As the developer, we do 

not have the recording when the user runs in themselves computer and we do not 

have this right to see the users’ privacy. So, the users don’t need to be afraid of 

the privacy problem in our application. If our project occurs the privacy problem 
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we did not find, we also will take the responsibility and think about more way to 

protect the users’ privacy right to deal with problem. 

When we are as the developers, we need to follow the ethics and the professional 

conduct of the software engineers and are honest to do the project or work in the 

future. In this project, focus on these three issues and solving these are our objective 

to improve our project in the future.  
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS  

For this project, we make a lighter and faster model base on the CartoonGAN [1] to 

automatically transform the real-world images to the cartoon images. And we propose 

the web app, the app on PC and the mobile app to user use. 

These are three main ways that we have successfully achieved in this project: 

the whole and successful coding which can get the successful results by the model 

training code and model saving code and web app running, successful style 

transferring according to the output cartoon images in the figure, and the whole 

project planning which we have almost achieved. 

It can show that our project is whole and successful. 

However, this project also has some disadvantages to improve: 1. This project focus 

on the images transfer, so it only can transform the images. If we can add the new 

function which can transform the video, it will be better for the users.  2. The output 

images in the web app only is the small and medium size in the short time. The results 

of high quality need the well computer configuration of users. Not-well computer may 

be crashed when they transfer the big images. 

According to the issues about the ethics and professional conduct of our project and 

the disadvantages to improve, we conclude several works to do in the future of this 

project if we want to extend: 

▪ Improve the loss function to make the result better. 

▪ Improve the model to make the low-level computer still output the images of 

high quality. 

▪ Add the new functions which can transfer the real-world video to the cartoon 

video and transfer more real-world images at once. 

▪ Use bigger dataset to train the model. 

Finally, it is a valuable project to think and improve in the future. 
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CHAPTER 11. APPENDIX 

11.1 Hardware requirement 

We have tested our applications and models on different platforms, so we basically 

need a personal computer with a cudn NIVIDA GPU in it, and this personal computer 

should also embed with a browser so we can do the testing of our website application. 

And we need a mobile phone with Android system so we can do the mobile 

application testing. 

The five things are necessary to have in the environment to run the project code:  

1) python 3.6  

2) TensorFlow 2.0 Alpha, 

3) Android Studio 

4) Javascipt environment 

5) Vue environment 

 


